Advantage Trend Colors
Find the Strength

Description
Advantage Trend Colors is a new dimension in trend analysis designed to find strong signals and robust price
movements. Like Heikin-Ashi charts, it colors the bars to indicate the dominant trend. However, it does so in realtime, coloring the current bar without any lag, so the signals are not delayed. It focuses on short-term trends, which
allows to combine it with other mid-term indicators like Advantage Trailing Lines to develop a coherent trend
following strategy.
Besides showing trends, Advantage Trend Colors also identifies strong bars that can be used to confirm signals from
other indicators or classical technical analysis tools. It helps to enter the market at the first signs of a new trend and
avoid false signals from weak bars that are often followed by a price reversal. Advantage Trend Colors let you focus
on the bars that often begin or end the trend and hold off trading decisions in unfavorable market conditions to
avoid costly mistakes.
Advantage Trend Colors - PaintBar Study
Input
Signals
Trend
Correction_NoSignals
Custom_Color_Up
Custom_Color_Down

Value
0/1
default: 1
0/1
default: 1
0/1
default: 1
colors
default: 0
colors
default: 0

Description
Shows strong up and down bars;
Shows up and down trends;
Shows corrections and weak bars;
Custom up bars color;
Custom down bars color;

See the next page to learn how to adjust bars colors to your preferences.
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Custom colors settings
Colors of the Advantage Trend Colors indicator can be changed in Input using:
• 16 basic TradeStation colors
• RGB function
• MyColors function and color class

Advantage Trend Colors - RadarScreen settings
In order to use Advantage Trend Colors in RadarScreen, the Advantage Trend Colors RS indicator should be applied.
Input
Signals
Trend
Corrections

Value
0/1
default: 1
0/1
default: 1
0/1
default: 1

Description
Shows strong up and down bars;
Shows up and down trends;
Shows corrections;
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Advantage Reversal Dots
To catch tops and bottoms

Description
Advantage Reversal Dots indicator has been created to identify high probability reversal bars. The indicator can be
used both to catch tops and bottoms in consolidations, as well as to take profits in strong trends. It helps to choose
the best moment to enter the market at the end of corrections and to close positions with high profits on strongly
overbought or oversold market.
The indicator works equally well on the minute, daily or even weekly charts. And the different time frames can be
combined to generate even more precise signals. Additionally, the indicator works in two separate modes. The first
one warns about short-term overbought or oversold, and the second one generates mid-term trend reversal signals.
They can be combined to confirm each other and generate strong signals.
Advantage Reversal Dots - ShowMe Study
Input

Value

Warning_Dots

0/1
default: 1

Reversal_Dots

0/1
default: 1

Description
Shows Warning Dots for short-term overbought or oversold;
Often grouped by 3 dots one after other;
Needs confirmation by another tool;
Shows Reversal Signals in mid-term trends;
Works equally well on minute, daily and weekly charts;
Can be combined with Warnings Dots for stronger signals;

See the next page to learn more about RadarScreen and the scanner.
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Advantage Reversal Dots - RadarScreen settings
In order to use Advantage Dots in RadarScreen, the Advantage Reversal Dots Signals RS or Advantage Reversal
Dots RS indicators should be applied.
Input
Warning_Dots
Reversal_Dots
Previous_Bar_Signals

Value
0/1
default: 1
0/1
default: 1
0/1
default: 0

Description
Shows Warning Dots;
Shows Reversal Signals;
Shows Dots and Signals from previous bars;

Advantage Reversal Dots - Scanner settings
In order to use Advantage Dots in the Scanner, the Advantage Reversal Dots RS indicator should be applied.
Sample Rules for catching bottoms

Scanner Results
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Advantage Trailing Lines
Let the trend be your real friend

Description
Trend - the most important concept in trading. It can be found on every chart in every time frame. You can trade by
following it or against it. In the short-term you use it to profit from the current position, and in mid- or long-term to
properly filter and strengthen your entry signals. No matter what tools you use, sooner or later you have to define it.
But do you exactly know when the trend begins, ends, or reverses? To achieve consistent profits, you need to know
it as soon as possible and be on the right side of the trade as often as possible!
Advantage Trailing Lines were created to help you with this problem. We have tested, optimized, and re-optimized
hundreds of parameters for thousands of stocks and futures to find statistically optimal settings. Now you can use
Advantage Lines to identify the current trend, decide when to trade with it, and when to exit as it’s reversing. It will
help you to choose a stop loss level to limit the losses and to set a trailing stop, so your profits can grow until the
very end of the trend. It is not a revolutionary tool, and you can find free versions on the Internet. But Advantage
Lines has been precisely tuned with statistical research to help you find the edge for profitable trading.
Advantage Trailing Lines - Indicator settings
Input
Length
EndOfBar#1_IntraBar#2
Type_Standard#1_Aggressive#2
Positions_All#1_Long#2_Short#3
Visibility_All#1_ActivePosition#2

Display_Options

Value
0-10
default: 2.5
1/2
default: 1
1/2
default: 1
1/2/3
default: 1
1/2
default: 1

"direction",
"direction1",
"type",
"weight",
"custom",
"warnings"
default:
"direction"

Description
Sensitivity of the line;
1 - end of bar line;
2 - intra bar line;
1 - normal version: for stable prices;
2 - aggressive version: for volatile prices (as fast Trailing Stop);
1 - all positions;
2 - only long positions; 3 - only short positions;
1 - line visibility all time;
2 - line visibility only for active position;
Customize line coloring and Alerts to suit your needs;

"warnings" - additional Alerts can be enabled for prices
near the Trailing Line;
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Advantage Trailing Lines - RadarScreen settings
In order to use Advantage Trailing Lines in RadarScreen, the Advantage Trailing Lines RS indicator should be applied.
Input

Value

Description

Length

0-10
default: 2.5

Sensitivity of the line;

EndOfBar#1_IntraBar#2

1/2
default: 1

1 - end of bar line;
2 - intra bar line;

Type_Standard#1_Aggressive#2

1/2
default: 1

1 - normal version: for stable prices;
2 - aggressive version: for volatile prices (as fast Trailing Stop);

Positions_All#1_Long#2_Short#3

1/2/3
default: 1

1 - all positions;
2 - only long positions; 3 - only short positions;

"signals",

Adjust the RadarScreen color scheme and the scope of displayed
information to suit your needs;

"signals and warnings",
Display_Options

"trend", "trend1",
"trend and warnings",
"trend and warnings1",
"all", "all1"

- buy signal
- uptrend
- warning in downtrend, price is close to the line
- sell signal

Sample Trend Following Strategy
The RadarScreen Workspace provides sample trend following strategy. It is based on two Advantage Trailing Lines,
the first of which (slower) is responsible for defining the trend, and the second one (faster) for generating signals in
line with the direction of the trend.

Sample Rules:
1. Open Long - Buy signals (column Signals) only in uptrend (column Trend).
2. Open Short - Sell signals (column Signals) only in downtrend (column Trend).
3. Exit Long - Sell signals (column Signals) in uptrend or downtrend (column Trend).
4. Exit Short - Buy signals (column Signals) in downtrend or uptrend (column Trend).
The strategy is an example of how the Advantage Lines can be used. This is not an automated strategy and both the
columns in Workspace for Signals and Trend and the lines in the charts are not linked together. Therefore, the Profit
column only shows the profit for the signal indicator as the signals in the chart appear independently of the trend
indicator. The strategy should only be considered as an aid to manual trading, not as an automated trading strategy.
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Advantage Trailing Lines - Scanner settings
In order to use Advantage Trailing Lines in Scanner, the Advantage Trailing Lines RS indicator should be applied.
Sample Rules for Trend Following Signals

Scanner Results
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Advantage MTF Oscillator
Multi Time Frame Oscillator

Description
Advantage Multi Time Frame Oscillator helps to identify short-term peaks, bottoms and momentum of mid- and long
-term movements. As majority of our indicators it is not a revolutionary tool. It just tries to overcome the drawbacks
of standard oscillators. Due to advanced formulas based on statistical computation, signals are generated faster and
they are more reliable. Advantage MTF Oscillator comes with multi-time frame Overbought/Oversold and
Momentum highlighting, ShowMe study generating signals and RadarScreen for finding the best trading
opportunities. Combined with our other tools it enables to create customized strategy for mean reverting and
trending markets.
Advantage MTF Oscillator - Indicator and RadarScreen Settings
Input
Length
SignalLine_Shortterm (only in Chart)
Shortterm_Signal (only in RadarScreen)
Midterm_Signal (only in RadarScreen)
Longterm_Signal (only in RadarScreen)
Shortterm_OB_OS (only in RadarScreen)
Oscillator_Midterm (only in Chart)
Oscillator_Longterm (only in Chart)
Midterm_OB_OS
Longterm_OB_OS
Shortterm_Momentum (only in RadarScreen)
Midterm_Momentum
Longterm_Momentum

Value
1-20
default: 10
1/0
default: 1
1/0
default: 1
1/0
default: 0
1/0
default: 0
1/0
default: 1
1/0
default: 1
1/0
default: 0
1/0
default: 1
1/0
default: 1
1/0
default: 1
1/0
default: 1
1/0
default: 1

Description
Set the length of Oscillator.
Shows signal line for short-term Oscillator.
Shows buy and sell signals of short-term Oscillator.
Shows buy and sell signals of mid-term Oscillator.
Shows buy and sell signals of long-term Oscillator.
Shows overbought and oversold of short-term Oscillator.
Displays mid-term Oscillator.
Displays long-term Oscillator.
Shows overbought and oversold of short-term Oscillator.
Shows overbought and oversold of short-term Oscillator.
Shows momentum of short-term Oscillator.
Shows momentum of mid-term Oscillator.
Shows momentum of long-term Oscillator.
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Advantage MTF Oscillator Signals - ShowMe Study and RadarScreen Settings
Input
Length
Shortterm_Signal_Buy
Shortterm_Signal_Sell
and/or _Shortterm_OverSB
and_Shortterm_Not_OverSB
and/or _Midterm_OverSB
and_Midterm_Not_OverSB
and/or _Longterm_OverSB
and_Longterm_Not_OverSB
and/or _Midterm_Momentum
and/or _Longterm_Momentum
Custom (only in Chart)

Value
1-20
default: 10
1/0
default: 1
1/0
default: 1
1/0
default: 0
1/0
default: 0
1/0
default: 0
1/0
default: 0
1/0
default: 0
1/0
default: 0
1/0
default: 0
1/0
default: 0
1/0
default: 0

Description
Set the length of Oscillator.
Shows buy signals of short-term Oscillator.
Shows sell signals of mid-term Oscillator.
Shows overbought or oversold of short-term Oscillator.
Shows no overbought nor oversold of short-term Oscillator.
Shows overbought or oversold of mid-term Oscillator.
Shows no overbought nor oversold of mid-term Oscillator.
Shows overbought or oversold of long-term Oscillator.
Shows no overbought nor oversold of long-term Oscillator.
Shows Momentum of mid-term Oscillator
Shows Momentum of long-term Oscillator.
Use default colors or customize appearance of the Study.

and - all conditions must be met,
or - one of conditions must be met.

RadarScreen
In order to use Advantage MTF Oscillator in RadarScreen it should be applied indicator Advantage MTF Oscillator RS
or Advantage MTF Oscillator Signals RS.
ShowMe Study
In order to use Advantage MTF Oscillator ShowMe Study it should be applied Advantage MTF Oscillator Signals
ShowMe Study.
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Disclaimer
All information and findings provided by AdvantageTrading.Net are intended solely for educational purposes related
to exchange trading and by no means serve as investment or trading advice. In case there are particular financial
instruments, trading strategies, trading systems, money management and risk management techniques, underlying
assets or derivatives mentioned on www. http://advantagetrading.net/, training courses, educational materials,
downloads, presentations, videos, webinars or online courses, it is always and solely for educational purposes.
AdvantageTrading.Net and authors of educational materials, trading strategies, trading systems, indicators, articles,
documents and videos, or any lecturers are in no case responsible for particular trading decisions of individual
traders, users of our products or services or participants of our training courses, which are presented on this
website. The systems and the analysis techniques contained objective rules and values to enter and exit the market.
No customized or other trading advice or recommendations are made by these products and values.
Commodity Futures Trading Commission Futures and Options trading has large potential rewards, but also large
potential risk. You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order to invest in the futures and
options markets. Don't trade with money you can't afford to lose. This is neither a solicitation nor an offer to Buy/Sell
futures or options. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses
similar to those discussed in this report, or on our web site. The past performance of any trading system or
methodology is not necessarily indicative of future results.
HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE MANY INHERENT LIMITATIONS, SOME OF WHICH ARE DESCRIBED
BELOW. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFITS OR
LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN. IN FACT, THERE ARE FREQUENTLY SHARP DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND THE ACTUAL RESULTS SUBSEQUENTLY ACHIEVED BY ANY PARTICULAR
TRADING PROGRAM.
ONE OF THE LIMITATIONS OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS IS THAT THEY ARE GENERALLY PREPARED
WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. IN ADDITION, HYPOTHETICAL TRADING DOES NOT INVOLVE FINANCIAL RISK, AND
NO HYPOTHETICAL TRADING RECORD CAN COMPLETELY ACCOUNT FOR THE IMPACT OF FINANCIAL RISK IN ACTUAL
TRADING. FOR EXAMPLE, THE ABILITY TO WITHSTAND LOSSES OR TO ADHERE TO A PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM
IN SPITE OF TRADING LOSSES ARE MATERIAL POINTS WHICH CAN ALSO ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING
RESULTS. THERE ARE NUMEROUS OTHER FACTORS RELATED TO THE MARKETS IN GENERAL OR TO THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF ANY SPECIFIC TRADING PROGRAM WHICH CANNOT BE FULLY ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE
PREPARATION OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND ALL OF WHICH CAN ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL
TRADING RESULTS.
Neither TradeStation Technologies nor any of its affiliates has reviewed, certified, endorsed, approved, disapproved
or recommended, and neither does or will review, certify, endorse, approve, disapprove or recommend, any trading
software tool that is designed to be compatible with the TradeStation Open Platform.
REFUND/EXCHANGE POLICY: You understand that you are purchasing downloadable software that is impossible to
return. We do not offer refunds for that reason however, if you are dissatisfied we will offer an exchange of equal
amount of your choice from our website (depending on Availability). All sales, any fees are non-refundable
regardless of performance.

Technical Support and Training

All materials Copyright (c) 2022 Advantage Trading
All Rights Reserved
Unauthorized duplication is prohibited
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